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concerning use of the appliance
in a safe way and under stand
the hazards involved.

WARNINGS

- Children shall not play with the
appliance.

The air outlet of the appliance
must not be connected to a flue
which is used for exhausting other
fumes from appliances, such as a
central heating, boilers etc..

- Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by children
without supervision.

For the external exhausting of the
fumes, comply with the regulations in force.

- If the power cable is damaged,
it must be replaced by a cable
or a special assembly, available
from the manufacturer or its service de partment technique.

The motor of the peripheral
exhausting group is powered by
the coo ker-hood placed in the
kitchen.

- The room must have adequate ventilation when using the
kitchen hood simultaneously with
other appliances that use gas or
other fuels (not yes applies to
appliances that simply release
the air back into the room);

Before connecting the cooker
hood to the mains supply, make
sure that the voltage indicated in
the rating plate corresponds to
the mains voltage in the home.

- There is the possibility of fire if
the cleaning operations are not
carried out as indicated in the instructions;

Before carrying out any sort of
maintenance or cleaning operation, make sure that the appliance is disconnected from the electrical mains.

- Do not prepare flambéed food
under the kitchen hood.

An appropriate maintenance ensures a good working and a good
per formance in the long run.

ATTENTION: The accessible
parts can burn if used in conjunction with the cooking appliances.

All models are built in class I, therefore they must be earthed.
- This appliance can be used by
children aged from 8 years and
above and persons with reduced
physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience
and knowledge if they have been
given supervision or instruction
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SLT978 EXTERNAL MOTOR
INSTALLATION

USES
PANEL OPENING
It is possible to open the cover panel of the grease filters by pulling it gently as shown in fig. 1.

Remove the product from the package and place
it on a suitable surface: we suggest using a soft
material, such as a sponge or cloth.
Open the panel by turning it as shown in Fig. 1,
take the led lamp from the package, insert the 4
steel cables of the lamp in the upper casing (fig.
4 ), pay attention the steel cables with the labels
must be inserted respectively in the 2 holes positioned near the electrical system (fig. 4A).
Fasten the cable and adjust the desired height
of the lamp from the floor, acting in the clamping
clamp of the cable as shown in fig. 5.
For a good installation, position the lamp at an
height of 1200mm from the top panel of the hood
and 700mm from the cook-top (see fig. 6), to
position it easily, take the cable out of the cable
clamp at a height of 80 mm (fig. 6A).
Make the electrical connection of the lamp, be
careful not to confuse the positive, negative and
earth polarities indicated by the labels on the
electrical cables (fig. 4B).

The panel is fixed by 4 magnets, there are also 4
safety cables to be released to completely remove the panel from the product (fig. 2).
FOR SLT972 - SLT974 - SLT979
It is possible to open the panel, which cover the
grease filters, slightly pulling the panel on a side,
as shown on fig. 14.
It is recommended to install the product at a maximum distance of 2000 - 2100 mm from the floor
level.
Before proceeding with the installation of the appliance, check that all the components are not
damaged, otherwise contact the dealer and do
not proceed with installation.
Use an air outlet pipe that has the maximum length of no more than 5 meters.
- Limit the number of bends in the canalization
since each bends reduces the suction efficiency equivalent to 1 linear meter. (for example if
n°2  90°bends are used the length of the ducting
should not exceed 3 meters).
- Avoid drastic changes of direction.
- Use a duct with a constant diameter of 150mm
over the entire length.
-Use a material approved by standards and regulations.

Cut-out Dimensions:
915 mm x 425 mm
Mark the hood fixing holes shown in fig. 7 on the
solid ceiling.
Drill the four holes by using an 8mm diameter
twist drill.
Insert the wall plugs and the threaded bars supplied in the holes made.
You can choose the side of the hood where to fit
the air-out let, by following these steps:
Open the panels, by following the in structions
given in the OPERATION MODE
section, and remove the grease filters (fig.3).
In order to fit the air out-let on the hood up per
side, you need to open the hole in the centre of
the hood upper side (fig.8) and fit the air-out-let
flange, as shown in figure 9.
In order to fit the air out-let in either the longer or
the shorter side of the hood, you need to open
the hole in the longer or the shorter side (fig.10)
and fit the air-out-let flange, as shown in figure 11.
Raise up the appliance close to the ceiling, connect the air outlet ducting, connect the motor cable and power supply cable (fig.12).
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Secure the hood to the ceiling, by tightening the
nuts supplied.
Refit the grease filter, take the panel and hook it
to the frame as shown in figure 13.
The use of charcoal filters is not necessary in this
case.

SLT979 - SLT972 - SLT974
EXTERNAL MOTOR
INSTALLATION
Take the product out of the packaging and place
it on a suitable surface: we Suggest to use a soft
material, such as a sponge or a cloth.
Open the led panel , rotating it as shown in Fig.  
14, and remove the grease filters (fig.3).
Where you intend to install the appliance, you
must create a recess which will have a rectangu
lar opening of:
SLT979  =  1050 mm x 645 mm
SLT972  =   750 mm x 410 mm
SLT974   =  815 mm x 465 mm
Mark the hood fixing holes shown in fig. 15 (for
SLT979) - 16 (for SLT972) - 17 (for SLT974) on
the solid ceiling.
Drill the four holes by using an 8mm diameter
twist drill.
Insert the wall plugs and the threaded bars sup
plied in the holes made.
You can choose the side of the hood where to fit
the air-out let, by following these steps:
Open the panels, by following the in structions
given in the OPERATION MODE
section, and remove the grease filters (fig. 3).
In order to fit the air out-let on the hood up per
side, you need to open the hole in the centre of
the hood upper side (fig. 8) and fit the air-out-let
flange, as shown in figure 9.
In order to fit the air out-let in either the longer or
the shorter side of the hood, you need to openthe
hole in the longer or the shorter side (fig. 10) and
fit the air-out-let flange, as shown in figure 11.
Raise up the appliance close to the ceiling, con
nect the air outlet ducting, connect the motor ca
ble and power supply cable (fig. 12).
Secure the hood to the ceiling, by tightening the
nuts supplied.
The use of charcoal filters is not necessary in this
case.
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COLOUR TEMPERATURE
SLT979 -SLT972 - SLT974

WORKING

SETTING

FOR

Make sure that the lights and the fan are off.
Holding down the TIMER key will turn on the light
at the previously set colour temperature.
Press and hold the Light key to change the colour
temperature.
As long as the key is kept pressed, the colour
temperature is changed from warm to cold, just
leave the Light key to select the desired colour.
Exit the colour temperature selection function by
pressing the ON/OFF key.

RC001
RADIO CONTROL

Radio control used for the remote operation of
ducted cooker hoods.
TECHNICAL DATA
- Alkaline battery powered: 12V mod. 27A
- Operating frequency: 433.92 Mhz
- Combinations: 32.768
- Max. consumption: 25 mA
- Operating temperature: -20 ÷ + 55 °C
- Dimensions: 130x45x15 mm.
OPERATING DESCRIPTION
The transmitter is equipped with 5 buttons for cooker hood management, as specified below:
: Light ON/OFF command.
: Motor ON (speed level 1) / OFF command.
: Reduce speed.
: Increase speed.
: 10-minute timer.
DIMMABLE LIGHTS FUNCTION
THIS FUNCTION PROVIDES FOR LIGHTS DIMMABILITY, RANGING FROM 20% TO 100% , BY
CONTINUOUSLY PRESSING THE LIGHT KEY
ON THE REMOTE CONTROL.
FUNCTIONS ARE THE FOLLOWING:
- HOOD LIGHT OFF - SHORTLY PRESS THE
KEY - LIGHT ON AT 100%.
- LIGHT ON AT 100% - SHORTLY PRESS THE
KEY - LIGHT OFF.
- LIGHT ON AT 100% - CONTINOUSLY PRESS
THE KEY - BRIGHTNESS REDUCTION.
- RELEASING THE KEY DURING REDUCTION
OR INCREASE - LIGHT KEEPS THE LUMINOUS
INTENSITY REACHED.
- LIGHT ON - DIMMED - CONTINOUSLY
PRESS THE KEY - BRIGHTNESS IS INVERTED
IF COMPARED TO THE PREVIOUS FUNCTION.
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INITIAL OPERATING CONDITION
The manufacturer supplies the radio control unit
ready to be used with codes preset in the Factory

for 2 seconds. When Leds light on, press buttons:

(within 5 seconds). Leds flashing 6 times indicate
the procedure is completed.
WARNING! This operation deletes permanently the preset codes.
Emergency button:
In the event that the radio control does not work,
use the emergency button to switch the appliance
off. After any necessary repairs have been performed, reset the emergency button.

OPERATION MODE
Standard configuration:
Standard configuration requires all “cooker hoods
– radio control - system” to be provided with the
same transmission code. In the event two cooker
hoods – radio control system are installed in the
same room or nearby, each system may affect
the operation of the another. Therefore, the code
of one radio control system must be changed.

WARNING
The battery should be replaced every year to
guarantee the optimal range of the transmitter.
To replace the exhausted battery, take the plastic lid off, remove the battery and replace it
with a new one, observing the correct battery
polarities.
Used batteries should be discarded in special
collection bins.

Generating a new transmission code:
The radio control system is provided with preset
codes. Should new codes be required, proceed
as follows: Press simultaneously buttons:

The below product:
RC001 Radio Controll
complies with the specifications set out in the
Directive RED 2014/53/EU.

for two seconds. When Leds light on, press buttons:

(within 5 seconds). Leds flashing 3 times indicate
the procedure is completed.

WARNING
Any adjustments or modifications which have
not been expressly approved by the holder of
the legal conformity certificate may invalidate
the user’s rights relating to the operation of
the device.

WARNING! This operation deletes permanently the preset codes.
Learning the new transmission code:
Once the transmission code is changed in the radio control unit, the electronic central unit of the
cooker hood must be made to set the new code
in the fol- lowing way:
Press the main power-off button (fig. 15) of the
hood and then restore power to the electronic
control unit. Within the next 15 seconds, press
the Liight Button        to synchronise the central
unit with the code.

Rev. 0 26/08/14
The products are endowed with an electronic device which allows the automatic switching off after
4 hours working from the last operation.

Reset of the Factory configuration:
To restore the Factory configuration, follow the
procedure described below: press simultaneously buttons:
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WIRING DIAGRAM
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DOWNLOAD SIRIUS
APP FOR ANDROID

CREATE YOUR ACCOUNT
ON SIRIUS APP.

(ver. 5 or higher request).

1. From Home App, Tap on Join now.

1. Open the Google Play Store app        .
2. Search or browse for SIRIUS RANGE HOODS
App.
3. Select it.
4. Tap to Install.
5. Follow the onscreen instructions to complete
the transaction and get the content.
You can change what language is displayed
when you visit Google Play on your computer by
changing your Google Accounts settings.
Note: Apps are designed for use with supported
Android and Chromebook devices and can’t be
used on Windows or Mac computers.

DOWNLOAD THE SIRIUS
APP FOR IOS
(ver.10 request).
Notes:
• After requesting an app, you may be asked to
verify your identity by entering your passcode or
by using Touch ID or Face ID.
• The steps below don’t apply to the iPhone 5c,
iPhone 5, iPhone 4s or the iPhone 4.
1. Open the App Store        .
►To install apps, you must sign in with your
Apple ID or create one.
2. To browse the App Store, tap Apps (at the bot
tom).
3. Tap Search (at the bottom) then enter SIRIUS
RANGE HOODS App.
4. Tap the app.
5. Tap GET then tap INSTALL..
► If you have a compatible iPhone with Face
ID enabled, double-tap the Side button then
look at the screen to authenticate.
6. If prompted, sign in to the iTunes Store to
complete the install
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Note: We’ll send the email from
no_reply@siriuscappe.com, so you can quickly
search for it. If it isn’t in your inbox, check your
folders. If a spam filter or email rule moved the
email, it might be in the Spam, Junk, Trash, Deleted Items, or Archive folder. If you didn’t find yet
please create another account.

2. Insert your Account data.
Note: use the email address test or your mobile.

5. From Login page Insert the e-mail and password of your account and tap LOGIN.

Tap Agree with General Privacy and tap on Register.
3. If all instructions are done correctly a Popup
message “Registration was successful. Check
your email for the activation link” appears.

4. Go to your e-mail address and Confirm your
account.

Note: If you forgot your password, tap on Forgot
your password? insert your e-mail address and
tap Send me a Link.

Tap here.
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2. Tap ADD NEW DEVICE.

PAIRING YOUR
PRODUCT
Fast way using the WPS procedure, if your rou
ter has not WPS button, please follow the instructions at pag. 18.
PAIRING WPS MODE
1. After Login Tap the        App Menu (top left)
and select DEVICES.
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3. Tap USE WPS MODE

4. On your ceiling hood
• Take the remote control
• Turn off the hood completely (light and fan)
• Keep the ON / OFF button pressed to enter the
WI-FI configuration menu, until the yellow LED of
the speed indicator starts to blink
• Briefly press the ON / OFF button to scroll through the menu functions, each color identifies a different function:
- YELLOW
= WI-FI ON
- WHITE
= PAIRING WPS MODE
- LIGHT BLUE = PAIRING MANUAL MODE
   CONNECTION
- BLUE
= WI-FI OFF
- RED
= FACTORY RESET
• In the case of.
PAIRING WPS MODE option,
select the WHITE color and keep the ON /OFF
button pressed to set it (at the final confirmation
the LED will switch from flashing to off).
5. On your Router WI-FI press WPS button

6. Press DONE on WPS description.
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7. Use the QR code reader to connect the product with the App, using the label on brochure or
using the label located inside the product , visible
by removing the grease filters.

8. Press ACTIVATE DEVICE and you have a
pop-up message.

9. Tap the device icon.
Enjoy with your device.
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3. Tap ENROLLMENT_DIRECT_MODE

PAIRING MANUAL
MODE
1. After Login Tap the        App Menu (top left)
and select DEVICES

2. Tap ADD NEW DEVICE

4. On your ceiling hood
• Take the remote control
• Turn off the hood completely (light and fan)
• Keep the ON / OFF button pressed to enter the
WI-FI configuration menu, until the yellow LED of
the speed indicator starts to blink.
• Briefly press the ON / OFF button to scroll through the menu functions, each color identifies a different function:
- YELLOW
= WI-FI ON
- WHITE
= PAIRING WPS MODE
- LIGHT BLUE = PAIRING MANUAL MODE
- BLUE
= WI-FI OFF
- RED
= FACTORY RESET
• In the case of
MANUAL MODE CONNECTION option,
select the LIGHT
BLUE color and keep the ON / OFF button pressed to set it (at the final confirmation the LED will
switch from flashing to off).
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5. Tap OPEN SETTINGS.

7. TURN BACK.

6. Connect to “HOOD network” inserting as
password “password”.

8. ENTER WI-FI NAME AND WIFI PASSWORD.
9. TAP CONFIGURE.
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TAP “Claim Devices”.

10. In case of following error.

Go back to the home page.
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11. Use the QR code reader to connect the product with the App, using the label on brochure or
using the label located inside the product, visible
by removing the grease filters.

12. Connect your mobile to your home WiFi Router
network.
13. Press ACTIVATE DEVICE and you have a
pop-up message.

14. Tap the device icon.
Enjoy with your device.
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2. On DEVICES Slide your device on left and tap
Remove.

REMOVE ONE DEVICE
FROM APP.
1. After Login Tap the        App Menu (top left)
and select DEVICES.
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LIGHT
Slide the toggle switch for switching ON/OFF.

FUNCTIONS
Timer
Tap on            and set the minutes for shutting
down the device.

Slide the scrollbar for setting the color temperature (°K).

Fan speed
Tap on the speed you want select, “0” for
switching OFF.

Slide the scrollbar for lights dimmability, ranging from 10% to 100%.
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FILTERS CLEANING

SHARE DEVICE
Tap on          and share device only to subscribed
account.

RENAME DEVICE
Tap on          and rename device.
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MAINTENANCE
An accurate maintenance guarantees good functioning and long-lasting performance. Special
care needs to be taken with the grease filter:
to access the filter, proceed as described in the
PANEL OPENING chapter.
Remove the grease filter, using the special handle.
To refit the grease filter after cleaning, carry out
the same operation in reverse order.
To remove the carbon filter, if fitted, follow the
same steps as for the grease filter.
The carbon filter is located immediately above
the grease filter.
Tepid water and neutral detergents are recommended to clean the appliance, while abrasive
products should be avoided.
If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced
by the manufacturer or its service agent or a similarly qualified person in order to avoid a hazard.
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GB

The symbol on the product or on its packaging indicates that this product may not be
treated as household waste. Instead it shall be handed over to the applicable collection point for the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment. By ensuring this product is disposed of correctly, you will help prevent potential negative consequences for
the environment and human health, which could otherwise be caused by inappropriate
waste handling of this product. For more detailed information about recycling of this product, please contact your local city office, your household waste disposal service or the
shop where you purchased the product. This appliance is marked according to the European directive 2012/19/EC on waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE).
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